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A successful 2013 AGM was held in Toronto on May 25th. The attendance was way down from previous
years, but expected as it was the start of the summer cottage season. Dave-VE3DZE and RalphVE3XYC were both elected to a two year term as Director’s-at-Large.
The other news to come out of the AGM was the fact that ECOA now has in place a $5 Million liability
insurance package available to members. This coverage is made available to you automatically when
you pay your $20 annual membership fee. Due to the new rules put in place by the insurance company,
ECOA will no longer be insuring “groups”, but will only cover individual members instead. No reason
was given by the insurance company for this policy change, it’s a matter of “accept it or find another
company that will insure you”.
Membership application forms are available from any of our Directors.

Plans are currently under way for this year’s SET, to be held in early November. It will be a Ground
Wave and NVIS based exercise. Stay tuned for more details.
If you’re not sure what Ground Wave is, check out the Niagara Ground Wave Emergency Network at
http://www.nparc.on.ca/gwen/GWEN_propagation.html it will give you a pretty good explanation.

Windom off center fed
The modern common Windom antenna is not an original single-wire fed Windom, but rather an offcentre-fed or "OCF" two wire feed dipole. The normal Windom is described as having a 1/3 length leg,
and a 2/3 length leg. In other words an 80-meter Windom 137 feet long would have one leg 45.667 feet
long, and the other leg 91.333 feet long.
After spending some time modeling OCF antennas, the closest antenna I could find to a true multi-band
dipole with reasonable SWR on most bands had an 80%/20% leg length and 200-ohm feedpoint. This
would be 109.6 feet for one leg, and only 27.4 feet for the other leg. The antenna could be scaled for other
bands.
There is one caution with this. The large offset means the balun must be particularly good current balun
on the lowest frequency bands, and the terminal best able to stand the highest voltage to earth should
be on the shortest antenna side. (Nearly all baluns are not symmetrical in voltage to ground capability
for both terminals.)
Loren G. Windom, ex- W8GZ, was instrumental in the development of the Windom antenna. Loren
lived in Reynoldsburg, Ohio. Loren was originally 8ZO from Columbus, Ohio in 1922. His call is now
reissued.
Windom's original idea was off-center feeding a horizontal antenna to present a feedpoint impedance of
600 ohms. This is close to the surge impedance of a single-wire feedline, allowing an inexpensive single
conductor to be used as a feedline.
In theory, with suitable selection of the feedpoint tap point and antenna length, a reasonable match
should occur on multiple harmonically related bands.
The Achilles heel of the original single wire Windom is the single-wire feeder. It has no "return
conductor" or shield, so the single-wire feeder:
1. radiates and couples to everything around it. This causes TVI and RFI and couples local noise
into the receiver
2. causes considerable common mode currents along the feedline and at the matching system. The
common mode currents and strong electric field extending a considerable distance from the feed
wire causes RF grounding problems and common mode currents in the Hamshack and on all the
shack wiring and equipment.
Later generation of the Windom are more correctly called off-center-fed dipoles (or in abbreviated form,
OCF dipole antennas). Some people might take issue with using the word "dipole" because the antenna
has more than two opposing polarities along the length, but in my opinion it is perfectly fine. Physics
does have two-pole "dipoles" that are rigidly described as such, but not in the context of antennas. A
dipole antenna is defined in many antenna engineering textbooks and dictionaries as an antenna that is
insulated at some point forming two halves of no particular length. There can be short dipoles and long
dipoles, sometimes well over 1/2 wavelength long. If it is good enough for people like Kraus, Jasik, and
others to use the term dipole to describe a "two half" antenna of varying length, it is good enough for me.

The problem with making a multiband OCF dipole is finding a sweet spot that presents a reasonable
impedance on all amateur bands. As frequency increases the length of the antenna and offset of the
feedpoint become critical. Along with critical length and feedline offset comes increased sensitivity to
surroundings.
Theory Behind The Windom
Every unterminated antenna has standing waves. In the context of standing waves, we actually are
speaking of voltage and current distribution along the antenna. If we represent current levels with a
line, a half-wave 3.5MHz dipole's current distribution looks like this:

Notice the offset feedpoint does not distort the current distribution along the wire. Current is
maximum at the center and minimum at the open ends. This means the feedpoint impedance is lowest
at the center, with current increasing towards the ends. The impedance, if we break and feed the
antenna with a two-wire source, is about 50-70 ohms at the center and very high (but not infinite) at
the ends. By offsetting the feedpoint from the center we can increase the feedpoint impedance without
upsetting current distribution or antenna pattern.
The same "dipole" operated on 14 MHz (the 4th harmonic) shows four current peaks, or four "low
impedance" areas along the antenna:

When there are multiple peaks in current, each current peak is less intense. Peak current at any point is
less than with the same power applied to a half-wave. This of course means the impedance at each low
impedance point (current maximum) is higher. The end-impedance is also lower! Notice in this case the
dot representing the feedpoint was offset but very near the maximum.
Finally at 28MHz we have this:

Notice once again the feedpoint falls very near a current maxima. Now there are 8 maximum current
points. With a 137-foot long antenna we have eight maximums. This is one maximum every 17 feet. An
8-1/2 foot move in antenna length or feedpoint location takes us from a maximum to a minimum! This
means we have to be very careful with antenna dimensions and feedpoint location or we could miss the
maxima.

The Windom or OCF dipole is a balancing act. We must position the feedpoint and select the antenna
length to place the feedpoint at or near a current maximum at every desired operating frequency! The
higher the frequency the closer the feedpoint must be to the center of the current maxima on that band.
A large error or offset can be tolerated on the lowest band, but not on the highest band. This is because
current changes very fast with physical position on the highest band, and because maximum current
levels are lower than on the lower bands.
Slight adjustments in antenna length and feedpoint location affect the highest bands severely.
SWR Plot 80% Feedpoint OCF Dipole or Windom
Like many people, I'd like to have one simple cheap antenna that handles 1500 watts, has a low SWR,
and radiates efficiently on all primary HF bands. I spent a few hours of time modeling OCF dipole or
two-wire feedline Windom antennas. This is the best combination I could find.
Length: 137 feet of bare #14 to 16 AWG wire
Height: As high and clear as possible
Feedpoint: Located 80% from one end. 27.4 ft from one end.
Here is an SWR sweep of this antenna:

As an alternative this antenna can be fed at the feedpoint with a good 4:1 current balun. Be careful
doing this because many 4:1 current baluns are very poor designs. Some baluns advertised to be current
baluns are not even current baluns!

The following plot shows SWR using a good 4:1 current balun.
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This provides a very useable antenna on 80, 40, 30, 20, 15, 12, and 10 meters. The antenna is not
particularly good where SWR exceeds 5:1. 60 and 17 meters are excluded from "good performance"
bands.
66.7% Feedpoint Windom
Note: This feedpoint offset gives up 30 meters. This is the primary reason I avoided the 1/3-2/3

feedpoint position and used the 80% feedpoint position.

The following 300 ohm plot shows 300 ohm feedline SWR. This is the SWR that would appear on a 300
twinlead feeder:

The 80% offset is better when using 300-450 ohm lines.
The following 200 ohm SWR plot is for a Windom which is 1/3 and 2/3 offset, as shown in the ARRL
Handbook. This is the SWR that would appear on a 200-ohm balun at the feedpoint:

Is There A Relationship Between Vertical Height And Optimum Radial
Length?
Rudy Severns N6LF
The suggestion that the length of radials in a vertical ground system is related to the height of the
vertical, has long been part of amateur antenna lore. The idea is that with a 1/4-wave antenna you use
1/-4wave radials and with an 1/8-wave vertical 1/8-wave radials, etc. While you can make arguments
why this might be, I thought it would be interesting to conduct a modeling study using NEC (EZNEC
Pro 5.0 w/NEC 4) to see if I could find any support for this idea.
I modeled 1/4-wave and 1/8-wave verticals at 1.8 MHz over average soil (0.005 S/m, Er=13). The radial
lengths were stepped in the sequence 1/8, 1/4, 3/8, 1/2-wavelength. The number of radials was stepped
in the sequence 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 and 128. At each point I recorded the average gain (Ga) and used this as a
measure of relative efficiency between different radial configurations. The radials were buried 3" below
the ground surface.
The results are shown in figures 1 and 2. Note that the vertical axis is "improvement" in dB when going
from four 1/8-wave radials to more and/or longer radials. The gain for four 1/8-wave radials was used as
the reference and set to 0 dB. I did this because it nicely illustrates what you might "gain" by adding
more wire, in different ways, to the radial fan.
Note that the solid lines represent constant radial numbers of different lengths. The dashed lines
connect points of common total radial wire length: 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16 wavelengths. For example, 4 radials
1/2-wave long represent a wire total of 2-wavelengths. Eight 1/4-wave and sixteen 1/8-wave radials also
total 2-wavelengths, etc. 16 wavelengths at 1.8 MHz is almost 9,000' of wire, which is a substantial
ground system (64 1/4-wave radials).
These graphs show that how you add wire to the radial system matters as well as how much wire you
add. As we can see from the graphs when only a few radials are used (4 to 8 radials), making them
longer is waste. You gain little or nothing. In fact as was shown in my QEX article [1] you can actually
lose in the case of ground surface radials. I am by no means the first to look into optimum radial
lengths, Stanley[2], Sommer[3] and Christman[4] have all written on this subject but most of that work
was for 1/4-wave verticals.
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Figure 1, Signal improvement for various radial configurations: 1/8-wave vertical.
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Figure 2, signal improvement for various radial combinations: 1/4-wave vertical.

Referring to figure 1 (the 1/8-wave vertical), if your total wire length is limited to four wavelengths, the
gain improvement goes from 2 dB with 8 radials to 3.3 dB with 16 radials and 3.9 dB with 32 radials.
Obviously you're much better off to using thirty two 1/8-wave radials as opposed to a smaller number of
longer radials. When you increase the wire length to 8 wavelengths then it's a wash whether you use
either thirty two 1/4-wave or sixty four 1/8-wave radials. The choice becomes one of convenience in
laying out the radial field. If you don't have room for the 1/4-wave radials then the larger number of 1/8wave radials will work just as well. When you go up to 16 wavelengths of wire then sixty four 1/4-wave
radials will give you about 0.6 dB improvement over 128 1/8-wave radials.
When we look at the gain improvement in figure 2 (the 1/4-wave vertical), we see similar behavior
except that when we are using 8 wavelengths of wire there is a clear advantage to go from 1/8-wave to
1/4-wave radial lengths. 1/4-wave radials also work best when 16 wavelengths of wire are available. If
we go up to 32 wavelengths of wire (about 18,000'!) then radial lengths of 3/8-wavelength are best.
These graphs shed some light on a long standing rule of thumb: "the radials should be the same length as
the height of the vertical". In the case of the 1/8-wave vertical this seems to be true up to at least 8
wavelengths of total radial wire. Beyond this, longer radials become a more effective use of the wire. In
the case of the 1/4-wave vertical, for small amounts of wire, 1/8-wave radials are best but as we make
more wire available the 1/4-wave radials are superior. The break point in radial number where you shift
from 1/8-wave to 1/4-wave lengths is lower for the 1/4-wave vertical than the 1/8-wave vertical.
The physics of this seem fairly clear. Once you have greatly reduced the losses near the base of the
antenna, adding more close in copper doesn't buy much. At that point it's time to put the copper
further out and reduce more distant losses, which may be small but are still significant. The difference
in break point (in terms of radial number) between the two antennas stems from differences in the field
intensities around the two antennas. For the same power, the fields near the base of the 1/8-wave
vertical will be much higher than those for the 1/4-wave vertical[5] so we need to put more effort into
reducing the close-in power losses. This means more radials close in.
Summary
From this brief study it would appear that the rule of thumb has some validity, at least until we go to 16
or more wavelengths of wire. Keep in mind that the numbers will probably change somewhat for
different soil characteristics but I think the general trends will be similar because you still have a large
difference in field intensity near the base of the vertical as you vary the height so you still have to work
harder close the base to reduce losses with shorter antennas.
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Lessons Learned During Antenna Construction
By NO1P
I learned a few lessons — the hard way — while building this New Carolina Windom. At risk of
making myself look like an idiot I’ll share some of them with you here so that you can learn from my
mistakes.
You might wonder how a guy who has been a ham for 33 years could be so ignorant about some of these
things, but understand that up until this project I had never even put up an outdoor antenna on my
own. My dad was the one who did all this when I was a kid. When I became a homeowner, all my
antennas were indoor, stealthy antennas located in my attic — a whole different ballgame. That doesn’t
work in my current house, so for the first time I’ve had to build up an outdoor antenna-system.
Anyhow, here they are (in no particular order):










Drilling holes in masts: Use a titanium bit. It’s worth the money! I used lesser bits at first, to my
frustration. Titanium bits cut through aluminum like a hot knife through soft butter, and they
make short work of steel, too. If you’re drilling anywhere but in a workshop, make sure you put
down newspaper or something to catch the metal shavings; metal shavings do not contribute to a
“barefoot lawn!” Also, build a good jig if you’re drilling all the way through the mast. The jig I
built did a good job of holding the mast in place but next time I’ll improve it with a guide that
ensures top-dead-center and (in lieu of a drill-press) perfectly perpendicular drilling.
Cutting & handling antenna wire: Be generous when cutting the legs of your antenna. I
thought I was generous, but when it came time to make my final adjustment (after SWR testing)
I could have used just a few more inches than the extra 15″ I had allowed myself on the long leg of
my New Carolina Windom. And when handling 14 AWG copperweld, watch out for kinks! As
hard as I tried, I came mighty close more than once to putting a bad kink in that unwieldy stuff.
Erecting masts: Use a level to make sure the mast is vertical. I know, DUH! I did use a level
when I put the tripods up, but when it came time to put the masts in I had forgotten to bring it
up on the roof with me. It was just too tempting to pop them in without checking to see that they
were perfectly vertical. I found out the hard way that a mast can be tilted quite a bit and still look
perfect when peering up its length!
Working safely on the roof: Use a safety-line. The first time I went up on my roof I was
surprised at how much steeper it was than the one I used to scramble around as a kid. Frankly I
was scared stiff up there, especially with this bum leg of mine. I’ve heard there are safety
harnesses out there, but I couldn’t find one. So what I did was to throw a safety-line over the roof
and tie it off to something stout. That at least gave me some added security on the side of the roof
opposite the attach-point. Just make sure your rope is strong and your knots are good!
Soldering wire on the roof: Buy or borrow a butane soldering iron. I found out the hard way
that even a 100 watt soldering gun is useless at the end of a long extension cord. It worked fine for
soldering lugs onto the end of my 14 AWG copperweld, but not for soldering the same wire
twisted onto itself. And a regular propane torch is definitely not the right tool for the job (I know,
I tried!). Also, you might want a drop-cloth up there. By the time I was done with the job using a
propane torch (you should have seen it — it was pretty comical), I had more than one solder-drip
on the shingles.













Waterproofing coaxial connectors: Use coax-seal or self-amalgamating tape. I at first just used
electrical tape to wrap my coaxial connectors. After being persuaded by several kind hams who
posted comments on that post, I ordered some coax-seal. It’s a good thing I did; I am grateful to
those hams for their good advice. When the shipment arrived, I went up on the roof to discover
one of my nice pretty tape-jobs already coming apart at the seams after less than two weeks! By
the way I found out that five feet of 1/2″ coax-seal is good for only three connections, at least the
way I wrapped them.
Using pulleys: Use big enough rope. The first time I hoisted my antenna the rope was too small;
it quickly jumped off the pulley and got jammed between the pulley and the housing. Fortunately
I got it free. I swapped out the thin rope for something much stouter, and now it will never get
stuck. (By the way, I’ve read one ham’s advice not to use pulleys at all but ceramic egg-insulators
instead; there’s nothing for the rope to get stuck on and they’re durable enough that he’s been
using one as a pulley for 20 years.)
Allowing for radials: Build in an attach-point for radials at the base of your RF choke if you’re
building a New Carolina Windom. Only after my antenna was complete did I read about the
benefits of adding radials to this antenna. There is no good way that I can think of for me to
connect radials directly to the coaxial connection. Next time I build an RF choke I’ll provide some
lugs (or a plate or something) on one end for this purpose.
Testing SWR: Make sure you hoist your antenna all the way up before testing its performance. I
tried testing my antenna before climbing up on the roof — my son held the mast upright and I
tied the legs of the antenna off as high as I could to nearby trees, but the SWR was just too high
on 40 meters due to the proximity of the antenna to the ground.
Throwing lines: If you have trouble throwing a line, try a heavier weight at the end. I now know
that throwing lines is an art. At various points in this project I experimented with a sling-shot,
potato-gun, and throwing by hand. Each of these techniques has its place. At one point the best
way for us to get a line where we wanted it to go was by simply whirling a weight and letting it
fly — but only after we figured out that we needed a good heavy weight at the end. At first I used
just a few ounces of metal, but it kept getting hung up in the branches we were penetrating. Once
we switched to a pop bottle full of water, it worked on the first try.
Pounding ground rods: Put your connectors on the ground rod before pounding it all the way
in, if they’re the kind of connectors you have to slip on over the top of the ground rod. By the time
I was done pounding in my 8-foot ground rod, the top was so flattened out I couldn’t get the onepiece connector over the top. (An angle-grinder solved the problem; I cut off the top and slipped
the connector on.)

No doubt some of these lessons I’ve only partially learned (and maybe some of them I haven’t learned
well at all). If you have any better suggestions or if you have some of your own hard-won lessons you’d
like to add, fire away. If we can learn from each other here, maybe we won’t have to learn quite as many
lessons the hard way!

Summers Here……… Let’s Be Careful
Heat Stroke: Symptoms and Treatment
Heat stroke is the most serious form of heat injury and is a medical emergency. If you suspect that someone has
heat stroke -- also known as sunstroke -- you should call 911 immediately and render first aid until paramedics
arrive.
Heat stroke can kill or cause damage to the brain and other internal organs. Although heat stroke mainly affects
people over age 50, it also takes a toll on healthy young athletes.
Heat stroke often occurs as a progression from milder heat-related illnesses such as heat cramps, heat syncope
(fainting), and heat exhaustion. But it can strike even if you have no previous signs of heat injury.
Heat stroke results from prolonged exposure to high temperatures -- usually in combination with dehydration -which leads to failure of the body's temperature control system. The medical definition of heat stroke is a core
body temperature greater than 105 degrees Fahrenheit, with complications involving the central nervous system
that occur after exposure to high temperatures. Other common symptoms include nausea, seizures, confusion,
disorientation, and sometimes loss of consciousness or coma.
Symptoms of Heat Stroke
The hallmark symptom of heat stroke is a core body temperature above 105 degrees Fahrenheit. But fainting may
be the first sign.
Other symptoms may include:












Throbbing headache
Dizziness and light-headedness
Lack of sweating despite the heat
Red, hot, and dry skin
Muscle weakness or cramps
Nausea and vomiting
Rapid heartbeat, which may be either strong or weak
Rapid, shallow breathing
Behavioral changes such as confusion, disorientation, or staggering
Seizures
Unconsciousness

First Aid for Heat Stroke
If you suspect that someone has a heat stroke, immediately call 911 or transport the person to a hospital. Any
delay seeking medical help can be fatal.
While waiting for the paramedics to arrive, initiate first aid. Move the person to an air-conditioned environment
-- or at least a cool, shady area -- and remove any unnecessary clothing.
If possible, take the person's core body temperature and initiate first aid to cool it to 101 to 102 degrees
Fahrenheit. If no thermometers are available, don't hesitate to initiate first aid.
You may also try these cooling strategies:





Fan air over the patient while wetting his or her skin with water from a sponge or
garden hose.
Apply ice packs to the patient's armpits, groin, neck, and back. Because these areas
are rich with blood vessels close to the skin, cooling them may reduce body
temperature.
Immerse the patient in a shower or tub of cool water, or an ice bath.

If emergency response is delayed, call the hospital emergency room for additional instructions.
After you've recovered from heat stroke, you'll probably be more sensitive to high temperatures during the
following week. So it's best to avoid hot weather and heavy exercise until your doctor tells you that it's safe to
resume your normal activities.
Preventing Heat Stroke
When the heat index is high, it's best to stay in an air-conditioned environment. If you must go outdoors, you can
prevent heat stroke by taking these steps:








Wear lightweight, light-colored, loose-fitting clothing, and a wide-brimmed hat.
Use a sunscreen with a sun protection factor (SPF) of 30 or more.
Drink extra fluids. To prevent dehydration, it's generally recommended to drink at
least eight glasses of water, fruit juice, or vegetable juice per day. Because heatrelated illness also can result from salt depletion, it may be advisable to substitute an
electrolyte-rich sports drink for water during periods of extreme heat and humidity.
Take additional precautions when exercising or working outdoors. The general
recommendation is to drink 24 ounces of fluid two hours before exercise, and
consider adding another 8 ounces of water or sports drink right before exercise.
During exercise, you should consume another 8 ounces of water every 20 minutes,
even if you don't feel thirsty.
Reschedule or cancel outdoor activity. If possible, shift your time outdoors to the
coolest times of the day, either early morning or after sunset.

Other strategies for preventing heat stroke include:



Monitoring the color of your urine. Darker urine is a sign of dehydration. Be sure to
drink enough fluids to maintain very light-colored urine.
Measuring your weight before and after physical activity. Monitoring lost water
weight can help you determine how much fluid you need to drink.

Avoid fluids containing caffeine or alcohol, because both substances can make you lose more fluids and worsen
heat-related illness. Also, do not take salt tablets unless your doctor has told you to do so. The easiest and safest
way to replace salt and other electrolytes during heat waves is to drink sports beverages or fruit juice.

About Baluns

What is Balun?
The term balun is an acronym for BALanced-to-UNbalanced. This usually means
connecting a balanced load such as a dipole antenna to an unbalanced input such
as 50 ohm coaxial cable. The shield side of the cable is usually grounded.
The balun belongs to a class of devices known as “transmission line transformers”.
Transmission line transformers are formed by winding bifilar turns, multifilar turns, coaxial cable, or strip-line
cable (two strips of flat conductor with a dielectric material between the strips) on a core having high
permeability. Because of the high impedance of the winding, the balanced output terminals are isolated from the
unbalanced input terminals.
There are two general classes of baluns: the voltage balun and the current balun. The voltage balun forces equal
voltage across the two sides of a balanced load and the current balun forces equal current through the two sides
of a balanced load. The 1:1 current balun is usually nothing more than a simple transmission line (e.g. bifilar
winding or coaxial cable) wound on the core. Voltage baluns are a little more complicated.
When to use Baluns?
Baluns are usually used to feed dipole antennas with 50 ohm coax and to transpose from ladder line feeding a
multi-band antenna to the unbalanced input of an antenna tuner.
The primary reason for using a balun at the feedpoint of a dipole antenna is to prevent RF currents from flowing
on the outside of the shield of the coax feeding the antenna. RF current on the outside of the coax shield causes
the shield to radiate. This may cause a distortion in the radiation pattern of the antenna and may cause TVI and
telephone interference if the coax is passed close to a TV cable or telephone line. If the “hot” shield is brought into
the shack, one might encounter the “hot mike” problem where the mike bites one’s lips when touched. Also
interference to PC’s and other devices attached to the transmitter are common.
Let’s look at how these things occur and decide whether a balun is needed.

Figure above is the classic diagram describing what happens to RF currents at the feed point of a coax fed dipole.
This diagram can be found in most books on antennas. The RF current from the transceiver is contained within
the coax flowing on the center conductor- I1 and the inside of the coax shield-I2.The current on the inside of the
shield does not reach the outside because RF currents only flow on the surface of conductors. This is the so called
“skin effect”. When the RF currents reach the antenna, the current on the center conductor flows into one side of
the dipole. The current on the inside of the shield flows into the other half of the dipole and down the outside of
the shield of the coax-I3. The amount of current taking each route will depend upon the impedance of each route.
For example, if the impedance of the outside of the shield is very high, most of the current will flow into the
antenna. However, if the impedance of the shield is low, the current will be divided between the antenna and the
outside of the shield. If currents exist on the outside of the coax shield, a 1:1 balun at the feed point will likely
correct the problem. A current balun is best for this use.
Usually the shield of the coax feed line is grounded somewhere near the input. Preferably, it will be grounded
before the coax enters the shack such as at an antenna switch. If the length of the coax is ½ wavelength from the
ground point to the antenna feed point, the outside shield will reflect the low ground impedance at the feedpoint
and a large amount of current will flow on the shield. Conversely, if the length of the coax is ¼ WL from the
ground point to the antenna feedpoint, the shield will present a very high impedance at the feedpoint and most of
the RF current will flow into the dipole antenna.

Coax lengths that are not a multiple of ¼ or ½ WL will have a current level on the shield somewhere between the
two extremes. The velocity factor of the coax is not involved in determining the length in wavelengths. One half
wavelength will be approximately 468/frequency in MHz.
If the feed line is not grounded outside the shack but is brought to the transceiver and the transceiver is
grounded, the length of the ground wire must be added to the length of the coax plus some allowance for the
equivalent length of the transceiver case. In this case one is bringing the radiating coax into the shack which is
not good. Also, if the length of the ground wire is ¼ WL, the case of the transceiver and the mike will be very hot.
Some Hams have also experienced computer problems because of a high amount of RF.
To cure this one need to install additional current balun at the transceiver end of coaxial cable which presents
high impedance to currents flowing on the outside of shield. This Balun is NOT actually Balun in this case but
Line Isolator or most known as Common Mode Choke or shortly CMC.

Set up and waiting for Field Day to start!

Counterpoise? On the Use and Abuse of a Word
L. B. Cebik, W4RNL
The term counterpoise has a long history in antenna engineering and amateur practice. Today, it may be among the
most misused terms in amateur circles. Indeed, if we examine both the history of the term, its meaning, and its
misuses, we might reach an interesting conclusion: there is no such thing as a counterpoise in antenna analysis,
even though the term has a long and somewhat respectable use in antenna engineering.
Although my bookshelf has many gaps and covers antenna history in fits and spurts, we can detect some trends
in the use of the terms, along with the seeds of misuse. Therefore, let's begin with a small informal history of the
term counterpoise.
The Rise and Fall of the Counterpoise
I have several texts and popular books on radio and on antennas dating to the 1920s. In none of them do I find the
term counterpoise. However, I do find references to a venerable antenna type that shall prove significant in these
notes: the inverted-L. Fed at its base and strung between the equipment building and a far-end support, the
antenna was once the most popular home antenna for those experimenting with radio receivers in the early
1920s. In Chapter 3 of Practical Radio by Henry Smith Williams (1922), we find the antenna name along with
diagrams and instructions on how to arrange it. Part of the discussion involves grounding. However, the concern
is for lightning protection to meet the requirements of the Board of Fire Underwriters. Hence, we meet such new
ideas as the lightning arrestor (a gap mechanism) and old ideas such as the knife switch to short the antenna
terminals to a ground connected either (ideally) to a ground rod or (practically) to a water piper. (My local cable
system still--for convenience--uses a water-pipe ground connection out of doors.)
My earliest ARRL book is The Radio Amateur's Handbook for 1930. Chapter 11 covers antennas. This chapter makes
no reference to a counterpoise. However, it does divide antennas into two categories. "Those in which the ground
is an essential part are known as Marconi antennas." "The second type of antenna is the Hertz antenna, in the
operation of which the ground does not play an essential part." (Page 159) Although few people still refer to a
Hertz antenna in general categorical ways, the term "Marconi antenna" still makes its appearance, sometimes
referring generically to a vertical monopole system (with or without a top hat structure) and sometimes referring
to a specific design. The referent to the term requires a scorecard.
The idea of a counterpoise worked its way into amateur radio literature largely from AM broadcast practice,
although references to the counterpoise rarely reveal the term's source. Instead, we have to follow indirect clues.
For example, many references to the term appear in descriptions of antennas for 160 meters. Indeed, many earlier
(pre-1960) uses of the term do not include references to 80- and 40-meter antennas, strongly suggesting that early
writers took the 1.8- to 2-MHz band to be an extension of the AM broadcast band. However, not all references
are quite so specific.
In the Frank C. Jones Radio Handbook for 1937 (p. 39), we find the critical distinction derived from AM broadcast
practice.
A counterpoise which consists of one or more wires in a network insulated from the ground will often reduce loss
resistances which might occur when the quarterwave antenna is connected to poorly conducting earth. The
counterpoise in the case of a network of several wires acts as a condenser plate with high capacity to earth, with
the result of lower loss in the antenna system; for this reason the counterpoise should be fairly close to the
ground. [See Fig. 1.]

Fig. 2 shows a vertical antenna with an elaborate ground wire system buried under the surface of the earth for
the purpose of obtaining low loss resistance connection to the ground. This system is more generally used than
the counterpoise.

The Jones handbook of course eventually became the famous Editors and Engineers Radio Handbook so ably edited
for decades by Bill Orr, W6SAI. However, the last edition (the 23rd) contains no mention of the counterpoise.
Nevertheless, Jones captures the critical distinction that gave the term counterpoise its good sense. It
distinguished the buried radial system from a system of radials very slightly elevated from the ground. The entire
radial system is insulated from the ground so that the only electrical connection occurs by virtue of the
capacitance between the radials and the earth.
The sketch of the counterpoise system in Fig. 1, which is adapted from figure 6 in Jones' handbook and contains
the essential features, also contains the seeds of some later misuses of the term. The antenna is the inverted-L, a
necessity for most amateurs with limited yard space. More relevant is the drawing of the counterpoise wires. We
find a few wires that do not form a full radial structures, and they all go in the direction of the horizontal portion
on the inverted-L. An uncritical reader might well get some odd ideas. For example, perhaps we do not need a full
set of radials in a counterpoise. In addition, perhaps it is important that the wires appear beneath the horizontal
leg of the inverted-L. Finally, perhaps a counterpoise wire or set of wires is important to horizontal antennas.
Following Windom's 1929 QST article, we might treat the vertical portion of the inverted-L as simply a one-wire
feedline to the true element, the horizontal portion of the antenna.

Following the end of World War II, the amateur market once more received a spate of books on all facets of radio
practice including antennas. Antenna Manual by Woodrow Smith, appeared in 1948. Unfortunately, it did not
result in the periodic updates that marked the other Editors and Engineers offering by Orr. However, it remains a
classic in amateur literature. On p. 154, Smith repeats the Jones statement about the counterpoise, in contrast the
buried radials ground system.
In the case of very rocky or poorly conducting soil a counterpoise often is substituted for a buried network of wires.
A counterpoise is a network of wires place above the earth a slight distance and insulated from it, so arranged to
produce a very high capacity to the earth.
In the same post-war era, ARRL developed a continuing series that has become as well-known as its Handbook.
The earliest The ARRL Antenna Book on my shelf is the 5th edition from 1949. On page 62 we find a discussion of
elevated vertical monopole radials, followed by this statement:
The lengths of wires and the configuration used are not especially critical. . ., particularly when the ground plane
is close (in terms of wavelengths) to the actual ground. The ground plane is usually called a counterpoise when
so used.
The first and seemingly casual statement about counterpoises actually marks the beginning (or close to it) of
another misuse of the term as it folds together all forms of elevated radial systems. As we shall see, there may be
good reason to separate the elevated radials from a counterpoise system as understood by AM broadcast
engineers of the period.
On pages 220 and 221 of the same volume, in a discussion of antennas for 160 meters (Chapter 10), we find a more
extended discussion of "The Counterpoise."
The counterpoise is a form of capacity ground which is often quite effective. Its use is particularly beneficial
when a extensive buried system is not practicable, or when an ordinary pipe ground cannot be made to have
sufficiently low resistance, as in rocky or sandy soils.
The shape of the counterpoise may be made anything convenient; square or oblong arrangements are usually easy
to construct and will work satisfactorily.
To work properly, a counterpoise must be large enough to have considerable capacity to ground, which means
that it should cover as much ground area as the location will permit. . . .The capacity of the counterpoise will be
approximately equal to that of a condenser consisting of two plates, each of the same area as that of the
counterpoise, with spacing equal to the height of the counterpoise above ground.
The height of the counterpoise is not particularly critical. . .from 6 to 10 feet [0.01-wavelength to 0.02wavelength] above ground.
The best performance will be secured as a general rule, when the counterpoise is insulated from ground. The
discussion contains further details on the construction of a 160-meter counterpoise system. Indeed, it is one of
the most extensive discussions in amateur radio literature. Interestingly, The Radio Amateur's Handbook for 1952,
especially in connection with 160-meter antennas. In Chapter 14, on p. 342, under the heading of 160-meter
monopoles that are usually inverted-Ls, repeats the kernel of the Antenna Book account.
The use of a counterpoise is recommended where a buried system is not practicable or where a pipe ground
cannot be made to have low resistance because of poor soil conditions. A counterpoise consists of a number of
wires supported from 6 to 10 feet above the surface of the ground. Generally, the wires are spaced 10 to 15 feet
apart and located to form a square or polygonal configuration under the vertical portion of the antenna.

The 1952 Handbook reason for using a counterpoise does not jibe completely with engineering practice in the same
year. In fact, we may turn to an engineering classic, Radio Antenna Engineering by Edmund A. Laport, which
appeared in 1952. The full discussion of radial system alternatives is too long to quote extensively, but Laport
describes the basic idea succinctly on p. 52.
The counterpoise is an insulated net of radial wires assembled above the ground to form a large capacitance with
the ground. From the earliest days of radio, the merits of the counterpoise as a low-loss ground system have been
recognized because of the way in which the current densities in the ground are more or less uniformly distributed
over the area of the counterpoise. Any tendency toward nonuniformity of current distribution in the ground will
increase the portion of the ground current toward the edge of the counterpoise. It is inconvenient structurally to
use very extensive counterpoise systems, and this is the principle reason that has limited their application. The
size of the counterpoise depends upon the frequency. It should have sufficient capacitance to have a relatively
low reactance at the working frequency so as to minimize counterpoise potentials with respect to ground.
There should not be any connection to actual ground in the antenna circuit when a counterpoise is used.

See Fig. 3 for a sketch adapted from Laport's volume. My version is simplified in omitting the antenna control
box ("tuning house" below the wires) and, more significantly, in only showing a few of the wires that make up
the counterpoise system. As Laport notes, the counterpoise system is preferable to a buried radial system in terms
of loss reduction in the AM broadcast band. However, for ground-mounted installations, it is usually impractical.
Hence buried wires in AM broadcast antenna systems are more common. However, the counterpoise system
remains necessary in urban situations, when such antenna must be mounted atop buildings with somewhat
dubious conductive structures below the ground-plane system.
However, the extensive references to the details of a counterpoise system begin to dwindle after Laport's work.
(In many ways, Laport's volume is a compendium of engineering practices in antennas for the 2 decades prior to
the release of his text in the early 1950s.) For example, in Wave Propagation and Antennas by George B. Welch, 1958,
we find on p. 183 only a small reference to the counterpoise in connection with increasing the efficiency of short
vertical monopoles.

A ground system mounted in insulated supports a short distance above the earth is called a counterpoise.
By 1974 and the 13th edition of The ARRL Antenna Book, the extended account of the counterpoise system has
disappeared from the discussion of 160-meter antennas. Instead, we have a somewhat vague mention of raising
the antenna and radials off the ground, although some reference to the capacitances involved still occur.
Such a system is sometimes called a counterpoise.
The absence of detail on the counterpoise, as understood in the 1949 to 1952 period, was bound to result in some
potential confusions. Just when they begin is dim, but by 1991 and the 16th edition of The ARRL Antenna Book, they
are in relatively full force. On pages 2-36 to 2-37, we find a detailed account of the work of Doty, Frey, and Mills,
who used a 64-radial system 5' above ground at 27-30 MHz to test the effectiveness of a vertical monopole.
Despite that fact that the large radial system is 0.12 to 0.15 wavelength above ground, a relatively great height for
such systems, the text still calls the assembly a counterpoise system. In addition, on page 3-11, we find an
additional statement.
The effect of a perfectly conducting ground (for radiation resistance purposes) can be simulated under an
antenna by installing a metal screen or mesh such as poultry netting (chicken wire) or hardware cloth on or near
the surface of the ground. The screen or counterpoise system should extend at least a half-wavelength in every
direction from the antenna.
The use of a densely packed ground screen has been common practice in AM broadcast work for many decades,
although it often shows up in the form of short radials placed between the longer radials on the standard 120radial broadcast buried ground plane. However, texts like Laport's do not call this a counterpoise. It lacks the
required elevation above the ground.
By the appearance of the 20th edition of The ARRL Antenna Book in 2003, the departure from engineering practice
in the use of the term counterpoise is relatively complete. For example, on page 2-16, we find the following
statement.
The term ground plane is also used to describe a vertical antenna employing a 1/4-wavelength vertical radiator
working against a counterpoise system, another name for the ground plane that supplies the missing half of the
antenna. The counterpoise for a ground-plane antenna usually consists of four 1/4-wavelength radials elevated
well above the earth.
Of course, this use of the term flies in the face of the history of the term to refer to radial systems that are close
enough to the ground to exhibit a relatively high capacitance between the radials and the ground. As well such
systems would contain many radials or other wires to simulate to the degree possible a solid plate for maximum
capacitance. To further the confusion on the use of the term counterpoise, we find on page 3-2 a repetition of the
statement quoted from page 3-11 of the 16th edition, referring to the ground screen on or in the ground at the
antenna base. Finally, on pages 6-8 to 6-9, we find reference to the work of Al Christman, KB8I (now K3LC), who
has perhaps done the most research with monopoles using elevated radial systems. Christman is clear in noting
that the height of the radials that allows the use of only a few radials (compared the large radial systems needed
in buried systems) introduces a change in the way in which we view the radials. Whereas the counterpoises of
Laport and others contained many wires of somewhat indefinite length (up to perhaps 1/2 wavelength), the
elevated radials in his study required attention to the combined lengths of the radials and the vertical section to
obtain resonance. Fig. 4 outlines the differences.

Nevertheless, on page 6-8, we find the following statement.
A counterpoise is most commonly a system of elevated radials, where the radial wires are interconnected with
jumpers. . ..
With respect to systems using vertical monopoles, the confusion or conflation is now complete. At one time, the
notion of a counterpoise distinguished a certain kind of ground system from the typical system of buried radials.
The counterpoise consisted of radials (ideally) or other shapes (practically in restricted spaces) insulated from
the ground and placed relatively close to ground as measured in terms of wavelengths. The theory of the
counterpoise involved creating sufficient capacity between the ground radial system and the ground itself to
increase the efficiency of the monopole system, and as reported by Laport and others, it yielded higher efficiencies
in some cases than buried radials.
One consequence of the engineering use of the term counterpoise was a 3-part distinction. Below the ground, we
have buried radial systems with the wire in direct (or nearly direct, if the wires are insulated) contact with the
ground. Next, we have the counterpoise alternative to buried radials. The counterpoise size and wire density
equaled that of the buried radial system for maximum efficiency.
Third, we have elevated radials, where the capacitance between the radials and the ground is too small to be
effective in the determination of antenna efficiency. Rather, the radials become part of the antenna structure
sufficiently independent of the ground that antenna resonance is a function of the overall antenna size at the
operating frequency. Under these conditions, of course, the required element and radial lengths will change
according not only to antenna height, but as well with the number of radials used and whether we leave the tips
open like spokes or connect them together with a perimeter wire. The general properties of elevated radials apply
regardless of the height of the antenna above ground once we pass through the frontier between the counterpoise
and genuinely elevated radials.
Unfortunately, current literature available to radio amateurs blurs the distinction among these three relatively
distinct cases, only one of which corresponded to the traditional engineering use of the term. If the term now
covers every type of antenna with radials, then we may completely drop the term and simply say that an antenna
needs radials to work. Or we might even resurrect the term "Marconi" antenna, although that option might itself
create more confusions than it resolves.

Practical Consequences and Recent Aberrations
As "they" say in television advertisements, "But wait. There's more."
The conflation of the traditional engineering use of the term counterpoise with monopole radial systems in
general leaves the would-be antenna builder with massive decisions and no way to answer them. The
counterpoise itself, as described in the literature, requires complete insulation from the ground. A buried radial
system is already in direct contact with the ground. An elevated radial system may use without harm a single
safety lead connected to the hub of the radials and a ground rod. For static discharge and lightning safety, the
counterpoise requires different safety switching and discharge methods relative to the other systems.
More intriguing is the question of at what height to place, respectively, the counterpoise and the elevated radials.
For convenience and safety of individuals using the ground-plane space, most literature recommends a height of 6
to 10 feet for a 160-meter counterpoise. However, that height may in fact be greater than optimal for maximum
capacitance between the counterpoise and the ground. Heights closer to perhaps 1 to 1.5 meters (3.3 to 4.9 feet)
may be more satisfactory, with proportional reductions when using a counterpoise on either 80 or 40 meters.
In contrast, the minimum height at which elevated radials become very effective is between 2 and 3 meters (6.5
and 9.8 feet), almost regardless of which band one uses in the lower HF spectrum. In this region, 6 to 8 radials
generally suffice for an elevated system, but the length of the radials requires adjustment in concert with the
length of the vertical section to obtain resonance and a stable feedpoint reactance over small changes in system
height above ground. The physical distances represent heights that average about 0.15 wavelength at 160 meters,
0.3 wavelength on 80, and 0.6 wavelength on 40 meters. As well, these are only heights where the performance
and the feedpoint impedance stabilize. Some additional height is possible before the far-field radiation pattern
begins to show signs of deterioration. For further information on lower-HF elevated radial systems, see any of Al
Christman's articles or see Chapter 6 of Ground Plane Notes, available from antenneX.
Counterpoises, as understood in mid-20th century engineering literature and some amateur literature of the same
period, then are far different electronic devices than elevated radials. Elevated radials, ranging from Christman's
research subjects to VHF ground-plane radials, are intrinsically more similar than the elevated lower-HF radials
are to counterpoises.
Unfortunately, radio amateurs, even those who write about their successful antennas, are subject to impressions
and truncated sound bites. Let's combine elements of less adequate treatments of the counterpoise that have
occurred in the last quarter of the 20th century. We may begin with one enduring picture, sketched in Fig. 1. The
antenna shown is an inverted-L, with a truncated 3-wire counterpoise extending under the horizontal portion of
the antenna wire. Let's add the soundbite that virtually any wire extending from the base of a monopole is a socalled counterpoise wire. In this combination we have the makings of some serious misuses of the idea of a
counterpoise.

Fig. 5 outlines 3 antennas that I have encountered in amateur radio magazines over the lest decade or so. I am
purposely omitting the identities of the antenna builders. What the antennas share is a common claim that at
least one wire in the system is a counterpoise. The first case involves a field antenna, either in the form of an
inverted-L or in the form of a sloping wire. Since the antenna is end fed, we normally require an antenna tuner to
match the impedance at the wire's end to the transceiver in use. Normal practice would show as direct a
connection between the tuner's ground terminal and the earth. What the innovator adds is a somewhat long wire
that he terms a counterpoise, and this wire leads to the earth connection.
The second antenna comes from a number of sources. In one article, the innovator creates a monopole and then
uses a so-called counterpoise wires to dangle off the edge of his apartment balcony or deck. Having heard that the
counterpoise wire length is not critical, he cuts it casually. The third case involves a horizontal wire antenna end
fed with parallel transmission line. Adhering to the apparent picture in Fig. 1, he adds a wire underneath the
horizontal aerial wire and claims that this counterpoise improves performance.
All three claimed antenna parts called counterpoises emerge from the murkiness that has come to surround the
term. The term "counterpoise" comes from mechanical systems contexts. It means a counter-balancing force,
ordinarily a weight on the other side of a fulcrum. This name, as it has been conflated in amateur literature to
suggest anything with radials, has acquired the additional meaning of an antenna part that does not itself radiate
but permits the radiating parts to radiate better than they would without it. There is nothing in the world of
antennas that corresponds to the dead weight facet of this misshapen version of the concept of a counterpoise.
Every part of an antenna contributes to the antenna far-field pattern (except those parts that we specifically
design to have self-cancelling radiation). Hence, there is no such thing as a mere counterpoise.

Fig. 6 shows both the claimed and the actual antenna on the left in Fig. 5. The actual antenna runs from the earth
connection through the tuner to the far end of the wire, whether it is sloping or bent. Since the tuner is effectively
in series with the wire, it forms an off-center feedpoint for the antenna. Of course, the current in the wire running
close to or one the ground contributes little if anything to the antenna's far-field pattern. At most, it may present
the terminals of the ATU with an impedance that more easily fits within the tuning range of the components.

The claimed version of the antenna in Fig. 7 is among the most insidious because of the market for commercially
made mini-monopoles. One such antenna comes with a bale of wire that the user is supposed to unroll. He then
tunes his antenna and kicks around the wire bale until he achieves a satisfactory match. What the user does not
realize (since he has already purchased the antenna) is that most of his antenna is lying at his feet. In the less
problematical version shown in the figure, the entire antenna constitutes a vertical dipole.

The length of the upper and lower ends together contribute to the overall resonant length, and the lower portion
of the antenna--if we mount it from an elevated support--does as much of the radiating as the upper portion. In
most circumstances, it will not matter whether the actual feedpoint position is slightly off-center with respect to
the peak current position on the overall antenna. Since the current level changes very slowly in the vicinity of its
peak value on a dipole element, the feedpoint impedance will also change very slowly.

The third case (C) is a modern adaptation of a very old scheme of running a second wire at or near the ground
under a horizontal wire, ostensibly to improve some mysterious relationship between the upper wire and the
earth. Actually, the horizontal antenna performance remains unchanged, and the wire becomes a trip for anyone
careless enough to walk through it. At best, it serves as a parasitic reflector, possibly converting a general
purpose antenna into an NVIS (Near Vertical Incidence Skywave) special. However, single wires close to the
ground do virtually nothing to improve even the performance of NVIS antennas. A ground screen that exceeds
the elevated antenna's dimension by about a half wavelength in every direction is necessary to create an effective
planar reflector.
In every case, the so-called counterpoise can be analyzed (and modeled) as a part of the antenna.
Where Does All of the Discussion Leave Us?
On the one hand, we have the information left to us by the history of radio antennas before the concept of a
counterpoise lost its meaning. On the other hand, we have the collection of misunderstandings (a collection
larger than the samples shown here) that have resulted from the conversion of the term counterpoise into a
general purpose word having little import. The fuzzy, blurry current use has been the source of many an
egregious error by casual writers about antennas that they have built. Indeed, the present use is only a malevolent
ghost of the original.
One major option is to restore the term to its traditional meaning alone to indicate a large radial or screen
insulated from the ground but close to it to serve as a capacitively coupled ground for monopoles. That option
would force upon writers of articles and handbooks several responsibilities.

1. The treatment of the counterpoise would need restoration to the length at least of the version found in the 1949
edition of The ARRL Antenna Book or in sources like Laport's Radio Antenna Engineering in order to give the term clear
sense.
2. Such writers would also have to clearly distinguish between a true counterpoise and monopole radials elevated
far enough off the ground to lose enough of their capacitive coupling to ground to act as the simple completion of
a dipole, with one end composed of a symmetrical set of elements whose radiation is largely self-cancelling.
3. The same writers would have to overcome the temptation to refer to any set of monopole radials as a
counterpoise. Indeed, they would have to overcome the temptation to call anything other than the traditional
counterpoise by that name.
Now let us suppose that we find fault in either the correctness of the theory that underlay the traditional antenna
engineering concept of a counterpoise or that we determine it no longer has relevance in that meaning to current
antenna practice. Because confused and conflated alternative meanings for the terms tend to create greater
misunderstandings than they resolve, this option leads to only one action: that we drop the term altogether from
the antenna lexicon.

Go Kit ideas – nice and neat

Grounding is key to good reception
by John Doty (as published on rec.radio.shortwave, February 1995)
What's ground? If I connect the shield of my coax (which is grounded outside) to the antenna input of my R8, I
hear lots of junk, indicating that there is an RF voltage difference between the coax shield and the R8 chassis.
Last night this measured about S5.5, which is about -93 dBm (preamp off, 6KHz bandwidth). That's a lot of
noise: it was 18 dB above my antenna's "noise floor", and 26 dB above the receiver's noise floor.
This sort of disagreement about ground potential is characteristic of electrically noisy environments. The receiver
will, of course, respond to any voltage input that differs from its chassis ground. The antenna, on the other hand,
is in a very different environment, and will have its own idea of what ground potential is. If you want to avoid
noise pickup, you need to deliver a signal, referenced at the antenna to whatever its ground potential is, in such a
way that when it arrives at the receiver, the reference potential is now the receiver's chassis potential.
Coaxial cable represents one way to do this. Coax has two key properties:
1. The voltage between the inner conductor and the shield depends only on the state of the electromagnetic field
within the shield.
2. The shield prevents the external electromagnetic field from influencing the internal electromagnetic field (but
watch out at the ends of the cable!).
So, it's easy, right? Run coax from the antenna to the receiver. Ground at the antenna end will be whatever the
antenna thinks it is, while ground at the receiver end will be whatever the receiver thinks it is. The antenna will
produce the appropriate voltage difference at the input side, and the receiver will see that voltage difference
uncontaminated by external fields, according to the properties given above.
Unfortunately, it doesn't quite work that way. It's all true as far as it goes, but it neglects the fact that the coax
can also guide noise from your house to your antenna, where it can couple back into the cable and into your
receiver. To see how this works, let me first describe how this noise gets around.
The noise I'm talking about here is more properly called "broadband electromagnetic interference" (EMI). It's
made by computers, lamp dimmers, televisions, motors and other modern gadgets. I have all these things. In many
cases, I can't get them turned off, because it would provoke intrafamilal rebellion. However, even when I turn
them off, the noise in the house doesn't go down very much, because my neighbors all have them too. In any case,
one of the worst offenders is my computer, which is such a handy radio companion I'm not about to turn it off.
Some of this noise is radiated, but the more troublesome component of this is conducted noise that follows utility
wires. Any sort of cable supports a "common mode" of electromagnetic energy transport in which all of the
conductors in the cable are at the some potential, but that potential differs from the potential of other nearby
conductors ("ground"). The noise sources of concern generate common mode waves on power, telephone, and
CATV cables which then distribute these waves around your neighborhood. They also generate "differential"
mode waves, but simple filters can block these so they aren't normally a problem.
So, let's say you have a longwire antenna attached to a coaxial cable through an MLB ("Magnetic Longwire
Balun" [sic]). Suppose your next door neighbor turns on a dimmer switch. The resulting RF interference travels
out his power lines, in through yours, through your receiver's power cord to its chassis, and out your coaxial
cable to your MLB. Now on coax, a common mode wave is associated with a current on the shield only, while the
mode we want the signal to be in, the "differential" mode, has equal but opposite currents flowing on shield and
inner conductor. The MLB works by coupling energy from a current flowing between the antenna wire and the
coax shield into into the differential mode. But wait a second: the current from the antenna flows on the coax
shield just like the common mode current does.
Does this mean that the antenna mode is contaminated with the noise from your neighbor's dimmer?
The answer is a resounding, and unpleasant, yes! The way wire receiving antennas work is by first moving energy
from free space into a common mode moving along the antenna wire, and then picking some of that off and
coupling it into a mode on the feedline. In this case, the common mode current moving along the antenna wire
flows into the common mode of the coax, and vice versa.

The coax is not just feedline: it's an intimate part of the antenna! Furthermore, as we've seen, it's connected back
through your electrical wiring to your neighbor's dimmer switch. You have a circuitous but electrically direct
connection to this infernal noise source. No wonder it's such a nuisance!
The solution is to somehow isolate the antenna from the common mode currents on the feedline. One common
way to do this is with a balanced "dipole" antenna. Instead of connecting the feedline to the wire at the end,
connect it to the middle. Now the antenna current can flow from one side of the antenna to the other, without
having to involve the coax shield. Unfortunately, removing the necessity of having the coax be part of the antenna
doesn't automatically isolate it: a coax-fed dipole is often only slightly quieter than an end-fed longwire. A
"balun", a device which blocks common mode currents from the feedline, is often employed. This can improve the
situation considerably. Note that this is not the same device as the miscalled "Magnetic Longwire Balun".
Another way is to ground the coaxial shield, "short circuiting" the common mode. Antenna currents flow into
such a ground freely, in principle not interacting with noise currents. The best ground for such a purpose will be
a earth ground near the antenna and far from utility lines.
Still another way is to block common mode waves by burying the cable. Soil is a very effective absorber of RF
energy at close range.
Unfortunately, none of these methods is generally adequate by itself in the toughest cases. Baluns are not
perfectly effective at blocking common mode currents. Even the best balun can be partially defeated if there's any
other unsymmetrical coupling between the antenna and feedline. Such coupling can occur if the feedline doesn't
come away from the antenna at a right angle. Grounds are not perfect either. Cable burial generally lets some
energy leak through. A combination of methods is usually required, both encouraging the common mode currents
to take harmless paths (grounding) and blocking them from the harmful paths (baluns and/or burial).
The required isolation to reach the true reception potential of the site can be large. According to the
measurements I quoted above, for my site the antenna noise floor is 18 dB below the conducted noise level at 10
MHz. 18 dB of isolation would thus make the levels equal, but we want to do better than that: we want the
pickup of common mode EMI to be insignificant, at least 5 dB down from the antenna's floor. In my location the
situation gets worse at higher frequencies as the natural noise level drops and therefore I become more sensitive:
even 30 dB of isolation isn't enough to completely silence the common mode noise (but 36 dB is enough, except at
my computer's CPU clock frequency of 25 MHz).
Getting rid of the conducted noise can make a huge difference in the number and kinds of stations you can pick
up: the 18 dB difference between the conducted and natural noise levels in the case above corresponds to the
power difference between a 300 kW major world broadcaster and a modest 5 kW regional station.
The method I use is to ground the cable shield at two ground stakes and bury the cable in between. The scheme
of alternating blocking methods with grounds will generally be the most effective. The ground stake near the
house provides a place for the common mode noise current to go, far from the antenna where it cannot couple
significantly. The ground stake at the base of my inverted-L antenna provides a place for the antenna current to
flow, at a true ground potential relative to the antenna potential. The buried coax between these two points
blocks noise currents.
There has been some discussion of grounding problems on this and related echos. I believe it has been mentioned that electrical codes
require that all grounds be tied together with heavy guage wire.
I'm no expert on electrical codes, and codes differ in different countries. However, I believe that any such
requirement must refer only to grounds used for safety in an electric power distribution system: I do not believe
this applies to RF grounds.
Remember that proper grounding practice for electrical wiring has very little to do with RF grounding. The
purpose of an electrical ground is to be at a safe potential (a few volts) relative to non-electrical grounded objects
like plumbing. At an operating frequency of 50/60 Hz, it needs to have a low enough impedance (a fraction of an
ohm) that in case of a short circuit a fuse or breaker will blow immediately.
At RF such low impedances are essentially impossible: even a few centimeters of thick wire is likely to exhibit an
inductive impedance in the ohm range at 10 MHz (depends sensitively on the locations and connections of
nearby conductors). Actual ground connections to real soil may exhibit resistive impedances in the tens of ohms.
Despite this, a quiet RF ground needs to be within a fraction of a microvolt of the potential of the surrounding
soil. This is difficult, and that's why a single ground is often not enough.

A little experimentation with my radio showed that the chassis was directly connected to the third (grounding) prong of the wall plug. I
am concerned that by connecting my receiver to an outside ground I am creating a ground loop that involves my house wiring. Can you
comment on this?
Yes, you have a "ground loop". It's harmless. In case of a nearby lightning strike it may actually save your receiver.
My R8 isn't grounded like that, so I had to take steps to prevent the coax ground potential from getting wildly
out of kilter with the line potential and arcing through the power supply. I'm using a surge supressor designed to
protect video equipment: it has both AC outlets and feedthroughs with varistor or gas tube clamps to keep the
various relative voltages in check. Of course the best lightning protection is to disconnect the receiver, but I'm a
bit absent minded so I need a backup.
This may seem like a trivial point but I recently discovered that the main ground from the electrical service panel in my house was
attached to a water pipe which had been painted over. I stripped the paint from the pipe and re-attached the grounding clamp and I
noticed a reduction in noise from my receiver.
Not trivial. Not only did you improve reception, but your wiring is safer for having a good ground.
I suspect part of the reason I see so much noise from neighbors' appliances on my electric lines may be that my
house's main ground wire is quite long. The electrical service comes in at the south corner of the house (which is
where the breaker box is), while the water (to which the ground wire is clamped) enters at the east corner. All
perfectly up to code and okay at 60 Hz, but lousy at RF: if it was shorter, presumably more of the noise current
would want to go that way, and stay away from my receiver.
I am also a little confused by what constitues an adequate ground. I have read that a conducting stake driven into the ground will
divert lightning and provides for electrical safety but that RF grounding systems have to be a lot more complex with multiple radials
with lengths related to the frequencies of interest. Is this true?
Depends on what you're doing. If you're trying to get maximum signal transfer with a short loaded (resonant)
vertical antenna with a radiation resistance of, say, 10 ohms, 20 ohms of ground resistance is going to be a big
deal. If you're transmitting 50 kW, your ground resistance had better be *really* tiny or things are going to
smoke, melt or arc.
On the other hand, a ground with a resistance of 20 ohms is going to be fairly effective at grounding a cable with a
common mode characteristic impedance of a few hundred ohms (the characteristic impedance printed on the
cable is for the differential mode; the common mode characteristic impedance depends somewhat on the distance
of the cable from other conductors, but is usually in the range of hundreds of ohms). Of course, if it was lower a
single ground might do the whole job (but watch out for mutual inductance coupling separate conductors as
they approach your single ground).
In addition, a ground with a resistance of 20 ohms is fine for an unbalanced antenna fed with a high impedance
transformer to supress resonance. Such a nonresonant antenna isn't particularly efficient, but high efficiency is
not required for good reception at HF and below (not true for VHF and especially microwave frequencies).
Much antenna lore comes from folks with transmitters who, armed with the "reciprocity" principle, assume that
reception is the same problem. The reciprocity principle says that an antenna's transmission and reception
properties are closely related: it's good physics, but it ignores the fact that the virtues required of a transmitting
and receiving antenna are somewhat different. Inefficiency in a transmitting antenna has a direct, proportional
effect on the received signal to noise ratio. On the other hand, moderate inefficiency in an HF receiving antenna
usually has a negligible effect on the final result. A few picowatts of excess noise on a transmitting antenna has
no effect on its function, but is a big deal if you're receiving (of course, one might not want to have transmitter
power going out via unintended paths like utility lines: this is indeed the "reciprocal" of the conducted noise
problem, and has similar solutions).

